
Breast Screen Policy 

 

Thirty years ago, the State breast screen clinics were established to encourage women over the age 

of 50 to have mammograms every two years. Millions has been spent on the programme, but 

despite this, 59% of women is the highest participation rate achieved in that time. 

 

The survival rate for stage 1 breast cancer is 100%, stage 2 it is 95% and stage 3 (locally advanced) is 

81%, but for stage 4 (metastatic breast cancer), it falls to 32%. From these statistics, it is easy to see 

that early detection is vital for successful treatment.  

 

Therefore, there is a need to increase the participation rate of women in the free screenings. 

However, we have seen during COVID that the existing system cannot cope. With reduced capacities 

due to the need for social distancing, and some clinics in some States closing for a time, it has been 

shown that the current system and infrastructure needs improvement.  

 

In Victoria currently, there is a six-month waiting list. New South Wales is only taking bookings from 

women whose screens were cancelled while their sites were closed. While it could be argued that 

this is due to COVID, it does indicate that if the participation rate of women in free screenings were 

to increase exponentially, the infrastructure and the system would not be able to cope.   

 

It is essential more women partake in screening every two years. The goal of TNL is to increase the 

participation rate in free screenings to 85% and beyond. To do this, the following needs to happen: 

1. Create an MBS item number for a 2 yearly women’s health check, with priority access to 

breast screens when referred by a GP. Priority access means access to quick appointments 

when referred by a GP, at either a public or private clinic. The woman referred should have 

the choice with both covered by Medicare. 

 

2. Improve referrals to and from general practices by integrating by the State’s and private 

breast screen services with the general practice through the use of software. Here, allow 

women to have the choice to have their breast screen done at a private facility or public, 

with both being fully funded via Medicare. 

 

3. Work with the State governments to fund and build more breast screen clinics. 

 

4. Emphasis on GP education and more GP support to improve the participation rate as well as 

ongoing support for existing screening facilities. 

 

5. A national register of breast screens done with basic information such as age etc so that we 

can accurately track breast screen rates. No personally identifiable information needs to be 

recorded.  

 

6. Work with State governments to ensure community education is effective and reaching 

target markets that most need it. The national register will help with this.  

 

7. Ensure equal access to breast screens for women in remote areas.  

 



This policy is in line with our overall health policy’s emphasis on equality, prevention and the early 

detection and intervention in diseases and complaints to increase patient well-being. It will also 

reduce costs in the long-term.  


